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ATURALLY, we like to think that

youngsters who enjoy the water will start

thinking about the water and so even-

tually may become oceanographers. But
we also need seamen, like the one shown
here, and officers for our research vessels.

This is a special calling, demanding long

periods at sea in all weather, patience,

co-operation, cheerfulness, expert sea-

manship, highest skill in navigation and
above all the ability to go along with

many different people from whom one
cannot possibly get away.

The Institution has been fortunate to hold the best of a select group of

seamen, seamen in the best sense of that word. Many of the men have been with
us for years, while quite a few of the officers started as young seamen on the

'Atlantis' and the 'Caryn'.

COVERS BY i
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"JCTLEROES" was the description of sailing ship oceanographers, with an

arbitrary deadline set at about ten years ago. The epitaph was given in a recent

article on sea-going computers in a special section of the New York Sunday Times.

Oh, come now. We have been on a cruise or two in the last 19 years and

do not believe that an oceanographer ever thought of himself as a "hero", unless

he was young, made only one cruise and thereafter settled in Nevada. The work

is being done and that is that. Moreover, if one counts harrowing experiences as

"heroic", there is no need for a cut-off date. One can be vexed just as well on

our newer, larger, motor- or steam-driven vessels which are not "large" anyway

as ocean-going ships go.

Of course, things have changed. Our accommodations certainly are more

comfortable. The laboratories are spacious and well-equipped. The ships are

cooler in the tropics and warmer in the northern winters. On the other hand,

now we are able to continue to work under weather conditions that formerly

would have caused us to heave-to, and visit uninviting northern waters during the

winter when we used to sail to the inviting Caribbean during the 'off season'.

Life at sea still is often difficult and unpleasant but, as always, rewarding,

interesting and exciting. It is a great game. But "heroic"? Good heavens!

Reading deep sea thermometers on board the 'Atlantis II'
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"And what, I asked my second governess, 'becomes of

the Gulf Stream in the winter-time?" She beat me."

"JYlEN will say anything about the Gulf Stream. To the scientist the Gulf

Stream is as the spring to the poet, as the sea-serpent to the Press, as Hamlet to

Mr. John Gielgud a never-failing stand-by. When all else is barren and dead,

when Mars refuses to approach the earth, when there are neither sun-spots nor

comets and nobody is visiting the Pole, the scientist trots out a new theory about

the Gulf Stream and gets a medal!."

"Heavens! the tales that are told about the Gulf Stream! Heavens, the lies!"*

*From: Sip! Swallow! by A. P. Herbert,
Methuen & Co. Ltd., London. By permission
of A. P. Watts & Sons, Ltd.



The Gulf Stream Problem

by L V. WORTHINGTON

In which we are told that the Gulf Stream does not go there at all

IN England, where I was brought up,
the first thing they tell you in school

about the Ocean is that the Gulf Stream
warms Europe. It emerges, we were told,

from the cauldron of Mexico and flows

continuously across the Atlantic to the

British Isles which otherwise would
have a climate similar to that of Spits-

bergen. This simple picture has a num-
ber of obvious flaws, the principal one

being the vast volume of transport of the

Gulf Stream off New England and the

comparatively tiny transport off the

British Isles. Clearly, most of the Gulf
Stream water returns to the westward
before reaching Europe. The manner
in which this water returns is one of the

most puzzling questions concerning the

Gulf Stream System and is closely linked

to the question of water mass formation.

Water Mass Formation

In the study of ocean circulation one
of the most useful tools is the tempera-
ture/salinity diagram by which water

masses are defined. It is a remarkable

fact, not yet fully explained, that in

certain parts of the ocean if the tempera-
ture of a sample water is known its

salinity can be predicted, often with great

accuracy. Iselin's temperature/salinity

(T/S) diagram for the western North
Atlantic was obtained from hundreds of

observations made from the 'Atlantis' in

the prewar years. It can be seen that

the T/S relationship is a tight one. Water
masses of different origin have different

T/S characteristics; South Atlantic water

is about 0.5 parts per thousand (/oo)
fresher at temperatures warmer than

4C. and is easily distinguishable from
North Atlantic water. The Gulf Stream

exclusively transports water described by
the accompanying curve, except in the

upper 100 meters or so.

SALINITY
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AFTER: C O D ISELIN

This diagram shows that if the temperature
is known in the western North Atlantic, the

salinity can be predicted fairly well.



Gulf Stream

Iselin's more significant (to me) dis-

covery was that the same T/S relation-

ship prevailed at the sea surface in the

late winter as was found in a typical

hydrographic station (a series of vertical

temperature and salinity measurements)
made at any point in the western North
Atlantic. To illustrate this a schematic

section has been drawn showing the T/S
characteristics at the sea surface and at

a vertical station near Bermuda. The
horizontal scale shows the approximate
latitude at which each isotherm*/isoha-
line** reaches the sea surface and the

vertical scale is the depth at which each

isotherm/isohaline is found in the Sar-

gasso Sea.

From this discovery (which has un-

happily been ignored by most of the

leading physical oceanographers, with

the exception of the late H. U. Sverdrup)
one can infer a general Atlantic circula-

tion in which the Gulf Stream transports
water to high latitudes where, being
cooled by the atmosphere, it sinks and
returns to lower latitudes. One can

further infer (but not prove) that a

sample of 10C. water taken near

Bermuda has a closer connection with a

sample of 10C. water taken at the sea

surface at 50N, 1800 miles away, than

it does with a sample of 1 1 C. water

which lies about 50 meters above it. In

this scheme of water mass formation
the cooling and sinking of the surface

water does very little violence to its T/S
relationship. Sverdrup points out in "The

Oceans", that this correspondence be-

tween surface and subsurface T/S char-

acteristics also obtains in the North and
South Pacific, the South Indian and the

South Atlantic Ocean; everywhere, in

fact, where currents transport warm
water to high latitudes.

The two gyre hypothesis

From the T/S relationship the sort of

circulation scheme I have described

seemed the most reasonable: the Gulf

Stream transported western North Atlan-

tic water to the northern North Atlantic.

Water at each successive isotherm peeled

off, so to speak, at the appropriate
latitude as it was cooled by the atmos-

phere and returned to the lower lati-

tudes. However, the distribution of

dissolved oxygen in the North Atlantic

made it clear that this was a serious

oversimplification.

The large current which is found

flowing northward to the east of the

TEMPERATURES and SALINITY

DEPTH
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LATITUDE NORTH

M
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The temperatures and salinities found at varying depths near Bermuda can be found

at the sea surface as one travels north, (toward the right of the diagram.)

*Line of equal temperature
**Line of equal salinity
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The fwo-gyre hypothesis. Each streamline equals 10 million cubic meters of water per
second, above a depth of 2000 mefers. The shadings are explained in the text. The

black band indicates where the temperature section, shown on page 7, was made
across the cold belt between the currents.

Grand Banks was generally considered
to be the major branch of the Gulf

Stream, but during the International

Geophysical Year it was found to con-

tain a far higher concentration of dis-

solved oxygen at all depths than Gulf
Stream water. This simply meant that

it could not be a continuation of the

Gulf Stream since oxygen can only be
obtained from the atmosphere to which

any water other than that in the mixed
surface layer is denied access. It was
found that the general level of oxygen
in the northern North Atlantic was

higher that that of the western North
Atlantic and apparently had a separate
circulation system.

I have drawn a water budget consis-

tent, I believe, with the distribution of

oxygen and salinity. In this budget each
stream line represents a transport of

10 million cubic meters per second
above a depth of 2000 meters. It must
be emphasized that the real transport is

certainly much larger (possibly twice as

large) since we are obtaining more and

more evidence that these currents extend

all the way to the bottom. To give some
idea of the magnitude of the Gulf

Stream, the Amazon River transports

only about two tenths of a million cubic

meters per second and so the Gulf
Stream off Woods Hole is worth at least

400 Amazon Rivers (or 4700 Mississip-

pis) and probably much more.

Major circulation

The major circulation is confined, in

this picture, to the western side of the

Atlantic because it is only here that

water described by Iselin's T/S curve is

found. The shaded areas represent the

more saline water which can be traced

to the Mediterranean outflow and, to

the south, relatively fresh water of Ant-
arctic origin. The degrees of shading
indicate the amount by which water at

10C., a representative thermocline iso-

therm, is more or less saline than the

western Atlantic water which the Gulf
Stream System prefers. The units are in

parts per hundred thousand. The north-

ern gyre transports the same water from



Gulf Stream

the point of view of the temperature and

salinity relationship but differs widely in

oxygen content.

It is possible that western Atlantic

water could be formed in the south by
a mixture of Antarctic and Mediter-

ranean water but any contribution to the

Gulf Stream from such a mixture must

be trivial since the outflow from the

Mediterranean is only 1.7 million cubic

meters per second. I conclude that the

bulk of the Atlantic circulation is found

to the north and west of the Mediter-

ranean water which is pretty much inert

by comparison. Some of the streamlines

pass through the shaded areas because

not all water is as restricted by the T/S

relationship as the 10 water which lies

close to the salinity maximum of the

Mediterranean outflow. Some water of

equatorial origin is transported by the

Gulf Stream in the upper 100 meters or

so. However, the two major North

Atlantic gyres are restricted to its western

side and are probably not much more

than 1000 kilometers wide.

Discontinuity

The crux of the two gyre hypothesis
is the discontinuity between the two

gyres. In the winter of 1963-64 during
a four months survey of the northern

gyre in the 'Atlantis II' we obtained a

good section which crossed from one

gyre into the other. (The location of

This section can be seen in the illustra-

tion as the black band running southwest

to northeast between the Grand Banks

and the Azores.) In this section station

326 is located south of the Gulf Stream

and station 336 is situated well within

the northern gyre. The Gulf Stream in

this section is flowing towards us between

stations 327 and 330 and the northern

gyre current is flowing away from us

between stations 331 and 336.

1 think this section shows quite clearly

that no Gulf Stream water is flowing

around or across the cold belt, in other

words directly into the northern gyre.

No water warmer than 15C. is found

on the northeast end of the section. The
amount of heat that would have to be

given up to the atmosphere to change

MR. WORTHINGTON is Senior Scien-

tist in our Department of Physical

Oceanography. He has made numerous
cruises on many of our ships, mostly

studying the water masses of the North

Atlantic Ocean.

Gulf Stream water into northern gyre
water across or around the cold belt is

prohibitive, and the rainfall needed to

dilute the more saline Gulf Stream

surface water down to the lower salinity

of the northern gyre (not shown) does

not take place in this area, (or any other

area in the world).

Accordingly, I regard my budget figure

as representing somewhat less of an

oversimplification of Atlantic circulation

than previous budgets, always remember-

ing, however, that the true transports are

probably nearly twice the values given

here, and subject to wide fluctuations.

For example, the northern gyre current

only transported 25 million cubic meters

of water northward past the Grand

Banks last winter compared with 42

million during the International Geo-

physical Year (again, above the 2000

meter level).

There is obviously some communica-

tion between the two gyres; the corres-

pondence between the T/S relationship

in both gyres is too close to be coinci-

dental, and the temperature section

suggests that water colder than 14C
cannot reach the atmosphere in the

southern gyre. Any western North

Atlantic water colder than 14C must

ultimately get its oxygen from the north-

ern gyre which in turn get its oxygen
from the atmosphere. How this exchange

takes place is still a matter for specula-

tion. The exchange cannot be too large

or regular because the southern gyre

supports a quite different population of

plankton from the northern gyre; this

supports the hypothesis that the two

gyres are essentially separate circulation

systems.

The most interesting feature of the

northern gyre is that most of the circu-

lating water may be in direct contact

with the atmosphere during a severe

winter. In this it differs from the south-

ern gyre which is only indirectly linked



See also: "Erika Dan Cruise", by L. V.

Worthington, Oceanus, Vol. IX, No. 1.

"Synoptic Studies in Oceanography",
by C. O'D. Iselin, Vol. V, Nos. 3 and
4. "The Gulf Stream", ibid, Vol. VI,
No. 4.
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A temperature section made across

the cold belt (shown as a black

band on page 5). The Gulf Stream

on the left, with water of more
than I5C. flows toward us. The

northern gyre is flowing away from

us between stations 331 and 336,

shown on top of the section.
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to the atmosphere at temperatures colder

than about 15C. I am struck by the

fact that in 1957 during the I.G.Y. the

transport of the northern gyre current

was nearly double what it was in the

winter of 1963-64 and that oxygen levels

were far higher across the whole north-

ern gyre. It happens that the winter of

1956-1957 was an exceptionally cold

one over the northern gyre and it may
be that the process of sinking and
renewal of the water mass provides the

energy for the circulation.

Strong gales

Naturally I was hoping for a severe

winter in January 1964 when we set out

for the northern gyre in 'Atlantis IT and
as far as gale force winds were concerned

I was not disappointed, in fact we had
rather more wind than we wanted. How-
ever, the predominant wind direction

was southwest through most of the

cruise and winds from this direction do
not have much cooling effect. Subsurface

oxygen renewal during the cruise was

perceptible, but slight, and the transport
of the northern gyre current the lowest

on record. It would be interesting to do

some work in the northern gyre in a

really cold winter but cold winters can-

not be predicted at present in that area.

Besides, there is a problem in recruiting
a scientific party if you have to tell them

you are hoping for strong northerly gales

on the most notoriously ill-behaved piece
of water the North Atlantic in winter.



"I was hoping for a



severe winter

with strong northerly gales"

- WORTHINGTON



The drilling ship 'Caldrill' and the area of the Blake Plateau where the drilling took place.

"I wish that some doubly rich millionaire would take it into his head to have

borings made in some of the Pacific and Indian atolls
"

(letter from Charles Darwin to Alexander Agassiz)
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Deep Ocean Q

WHAT are the rock formations

beneath the surface of the land and
below the bottom of the sea? For many
years geologists had no way of deter-

mining this question, except where they
could see deeper formations exposed by
erosion or through uplifting. A certain

amount of information came from min-

ing districts and from oil fields. Although I

oil companies are not noted for their

willingness to share information, their

geologists nonetheless have revolutionized

geological ideas and techniques. Seismic

refraction and reflection studies, gravi-
meter observations, and measurements
of heat flow through the earth's crust have

provided a great amount of information

on subsurface layers, but information of

this type often is speculative and needs

to be verified by drilling.

So: drill we must. But this is an

expensive operation, not often available

on land* and even less so in the ocean.

Through the efforts of the oil companies,
first from fixed platforms and later from

specially designed barges, it has become

possible to drill through the ocean bot-

tom even in deep water, a development
which led to the establishment of the

"Mohole" Project, which in itself greatly
advanced the techniques of deep-water

drilling. The aim of the "Mohole" Proj-
ect is to drill a hole through the earth's

crust to the mantle. But there are many
unsolved geological puzzles at lesser

depths. One that has intrigued the earth's

*
Possibly the first scientific drilling was spon-

sored by the Royal Society in 1901. An
1100 foot hole was drilled in Funafuti Atoll in

an attempt to settle the famous Darwin-Murray
arguments on the formation of atolls.

11



Drilling

scientists for many years is that of the

edge where the deep ocean meets the

continents. Many theories and more

speculations have been offered as to the

formation of the Continental Shelves.

We still do not know how this transi-

tional margin was formed, nor whether

the continents and oceans always have

been in the present sizes, or whether

there have been marked changes in size

within geological time. We have not

found ocean bottom sediments older

than 100 to 150 million years, while on
land much older earth and rock forma-

tions are well known. To study these

and other problems four of the nation's

largest oceanographic institutions banded

together and established the JOIDES
Program. (Joint Oceanographic Institu-

tion Deep Earth Sampling).

First holes

Supported by a grant of $250,000
from the National Science Foundation,

the first operations under the program
were successfully concluded last May.
Earth samples some 40 million years old

were brought up from 320 meters below

the ocean floor. This probably is man's

deepest penetration of the ocean bottom.

This drilling was done in 44 meters of

water off the coast of northern Florida.

Another hole was drilled through 1032

meters of water and two other holes

yielded samples 70 million years old.

The operations were conducted from

the chartered motor vessel 'Caldriir

capable of drilling to depths of 2,000
meters. The work began last April 17

in Jacksonville, and the first hole was

started on the morning of April 19 at

a point 50 miles offshore. A series of

seven drilling sites were selected from

Jacksonville southeastwards to a point
about 250 miles offshore where the ocean

depths reach 1050 meters. This region
is known as the Blake Plateau an

undersea plain extending beyond the

Continental Shelf off the coasts of

Florida, Georgia and the Carolinas. The
area was selected because a considerable

amount of geological and geophysical
work has been done in the area by the

participating institutions, while the adja-
cent land areas also have been studied

SCHLEE

extensively and the results of bore holes

on shore are known. Aboard the

'Caldrill' was a team of geologists and

paleontologists headed by R. Gerard of

Lament. Those on board were able to

make immediate identifications of the

stratigraphy and the composition and
character of the cores as they were

brought on board from the drill hole.

Computer helmsman

The 'Caldrill' proved to be an effective

platform for the drilling operations. The

ship was not anchored but kept in place

through an ingenious system, whereby a

thin, taut, wire running from the ship to a

weight on the seabottom was sensed

continually for changes from the vertical.

Any changes were fed automatically to a

computer which analyzed the direction,

magnitude and rate of change from the

vertical. The computer then sent orders

to one or more of four huge outboard

engines (300 H.P. each) to bring the

ship back to a vertical position above
the wire! The system was put to a severe

test when drilling at two sites bordering
on the Gulf Stream where currents of

three knots were encountered. This

hampered but did not prevent the collec-

tion of long cores in this region.

The drilling work was concluded on

May 17, thirty days after it was started.

12



By this date six of the seven proposed
sites had been drilled and cored. The
deepest hole was drilled to 320 meters
below the ocean bottom, while the deep-
est drill site was in 1032 meters of water.

The six corings went to a total depth of

2052 meters from which 513 meters of

coring material was brought on deck.

This represents a recovery of more than

35%, considerably more than reported
in previous work of this kind. No signi-
ficant stratigraphic boundaries were
missed.

The core samples were preserved in

sealed plastic tubes and stored under

refrigeration. Several other groups already
have requested some of the material for

detailed studies. All reasonable requests
for samples will be accommodated as

long as core material remains available.

Preliminary findings.

The borings and seismic profiles indi-

cate that sedimentation has been a domi-
nant factor in constructing the Shelf,

Slope and the Blake Plateau during the

Tertiary. The lower elevation of the

Plateau is due in part to a thinner ac-

cumulation of sediments during the

Tertiary.

Recognizable stratigraphic units con-
tinue from the land to under the conti-

nental shelf. Fresh water aquifers (a

porous tilted layer of rock, lying between

impermeable layers) were found some
22 miles offshore. The artesian water
was encountered between about 130 and
300 meters and created a head of some
9 meters above the sea surface. This

finding greatly increases the known water
reserves in the Florida-Georgia area. The
geophysical logs also indicated that the

mainland phosphate beds extend under
the Shelf.

In most of the holes nearly continuous

stratigraphy was found from the Paleo-

cene (60 million years) to the present.
But on the middle part of the Blake
Plateau sediments of the Middle Miocene
(about 11 to 25 million years ago) are

missing. Faunal evidence suggests sub-

sidence since sedimentation.

Successions of pelagic flora and fauna

may be established from the long off-

shore cores and will be valuable in the

interpretation of future offshore cores.

In the deepest portions of the inshore

cores shallow water fossils were found
under deep water fossils and may be a

valuable key in the interpretation of the

history of this continental margin.

The 'Ccr/dri//' was Icepf

in place by a computer
located on the bridge.

(see text).
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Seismic reflection profiles across the

area revealed continuous reflecting layers.

Most of the holes drilled reached the

uppermost reflecting layer. The apparent

continuity of the horizons across the Con-
tinental Slope does not support earlier

speculation of the existence of a fault

beneath this boundary, unless it is pre-

Tertiary in age.

Equipment

The equipment used for the drilling

consisted of long pipe sections, 3 l/2

inches in diameter. These are attached

end to end and lowered vertically from

the drilling tower on the barge. A coring
bit at the bottom end cuts a ring of rock,

leaving a center core 1% inches in

diameter of undisturbed material which
fills the core barrel with sediment or

rock. The 10 foot core barrel is brought

up by means of a steel cable lowered

through the drill pipes. Some of the

unconsolidated sediment or loosely

packed material may fall out during
retrieval. A 35% recovery, as stated, is

considered excellent for this type of

operation.

It has become evident that with minor
modifications of the techniques and

equipment successful drilling can be

done in water depths of 2000 meters

or more.

'i '-.'.
. ,^-'V ," - -

.

'

"This new type of ocean experiment is just the type of thing that might

appeal to a rich amateur. The Prince of Monaco, in the last century, was a keen

oceanographer, and by his efforts has made his small principality a household
word among scientists. There is a wonderful opportunity now for someone to

follow the Prince of Monaco's lead, and who could be more suitable than one of

the oil-rich Sheiks of the Persian Gulf?"

From: T. F. Gaskell, "Under the Deep Oceans",
W. W. Norton & Co., Inc. By permission of the

publishers. 1960 by T. F. Gaskell.

The fen foot core barrel has been retrieved

by wire run through the drill pipe.

Cutting open the core liner the excitement

begins. 35% of the cored materials was

retrieved.

14



The JOIDES PROGRAM
HE Joint Oceanographic Institution

Deep Earth Sampling (JOIDES) Program
was established in May 1964 by pooling
the experience and facilities of the

Scripps Institution of Oceanography
(University of California), the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution, the La-
mont Geological Observatory (Columbia
University), and the Institute of Marine
Sciences (University of Miami). The chief

purpose of the program is to obtain core

samples of the entire column of sediment
on the ocean floor.

In late December 1964, it was learned

that the Pan American Petroleum Cor-

poration would use the drilling ship
'Caldriir on the Grand Banks of New-
foundland during the summer of 1965.

Pan American agreed that they would

pay for the moving costs of the vessel if

JOIDES should be able to organize a

drilling program along the track of the

'Caldriir from California to the Grand
Banks, with JOIDES responsible only
for the ship during the period of drilling.

A panel from the JOIDES group plus
members from the University of Wash-

ington, the U.S. Geological Survey and
Texas A. & M. University selected the

area on the Blake Plateau. A grant of

$250,000 was obtained from the Na-
tional Science Foundation through a

proposal submitted by Dr. J. L. Worzel
of Lament.

Mr. R. Gerard of Lamont was chief

scientist during the JOIDES I program
on the Blake Plateau. Dr. J. S. Schlee*

of the U.S. Geological Survey, Principal

scientist, is responsible for on-site geo-

logical advice and assists in the scientific

planning and evaluation of the results.

Together with Dr. F. T. Manheim* he
is responsible for core description and

sampling. Other Woods Hole staff mem-
bers on board were Dr. K. O. Emery
and J. R. Frothingham Jr.

Chairmanship of the planning com-
mittee will rotate annually and is pres-

ently held by Dr. F. F. Koczy of Miami.

Commenting on the organization, our
Director Dr. Paul M. Fye, Executive Com-
mittee Chairman for this year, emphasized
the fact that the proposed scientific work
is not limited to the four member
institutions. Provisions exist under which
new members may be taken into the

organization.

*Members of the joint U.S.G.S. Woods Hole program.



Sea smoke over the Gulf Stream, south of

Cape Cod. Tfie wafer temperature was
21C. and the air temperature IC.

by P. M. SAUNDERS

IN winter months when cold air flows

over warm water the ocean can be seen

to "steam". Such occurrences are limited

to a few occasions per winter because
the air must be very much colder,

10-15C, than the surface waters. (An

everyday counterpart is the steaming of

a cup of coffee where the difference

between the temperatures of the liquid
and air exceeds 50C.) In addition, the

relative humidity of the air is an im-

portant factor.
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The steaming of natural waters takes

place on all meteorological scales; micro,
meso and synoptic. It occurs on a micro-
scale when air cooled by nocturnal

radiation drains from high ground onto
a pond. It occurs on a meso-scale when
cold air cascades off the dark chill land

mass of northern Norway onto the ice-

free areas of the fjord waters. It occurs
on a synoptic scale when, in the wake
of a depression, continental Arctic air

sweeps off the northeastern coast of the

U.S.A. out over the adjacent Atlantic.

Many names

After an extensive search of the litera-

ture we found reports of nearly 50
encounters of shipping with steam fog in

the North Atlantic. Amongst the diversity
of terms used for the phenomenon were:

vapor, sea smoke, arctic smoke, frost

z smoke; but the most colorful were: black
z frost and white frost, used by fishermen
5 to describe deep and shallow steaming
2 respectively. The geographical distribu-
z

tion of steaming is surprising. En-
counters were reported from the edge
of the ice pack in the north, to Miami
in the south, and into the tropics Hong
Kong in the Pacific Ocean. Thus the

term "arctic smoke" seems inappropri-
ate. Some of the reports of steaming in

high latitutudes are amazingly distant

from the coast; at weathership 'India,'

60N. 14W., shallow steaming occur-

red after the air had an overwater

trajectory of nearly 1000 miles. But,

generally, steaming is confined to

coastal waters in low latitudes. Less

unexpectedly, the western parts of the

Atlantic experience more frequent and
more intense steaming than the eastern

parts which is, of course, due to the

proximity of the cold North American
continent with the warm ocean and the

general eastward motion of cold air.

When the contrast between air and
water becomes extreme (greater than

20C.) the steaming of the sea becomes
a truly eerie spectacle. A. H. Woodcock
described to me how shortly after the

'Atlantis' crossed the Gulf Stream near

Hatteras on January 20, 1940 (near

station A-3756) she entered a com-

munity of silent Dantesque whirling

DR. SAUNDERS is Assistant Scientist

in our Department of Theoretical Ocean-
ography and Meteorology. He received
a Ph.D. in meteorology from the Im-

perial College, London.

vapor-spouts, tall rotating columns whose

tops extended high above the 140-foot
mainmast of the ship. From aircraft

reports we know that sometimes such

fogs can rise to several thousand feet

above the sea surface. The Gulf of St.

Lawrence and the Bay of Fundy are

particularly noted for deep steaming.

Equally dramatic are reports of steam-

ing in heavy weather; in a whole gale
with sudden squalls accompanied by
violent thunderstorms and hail! The
combination of steaming and precipita-
tion may reduce visibility to 100 yards
or less, which constitutes a hazard to

navigation.

A further hazard is riming. When the

air is very cold, -10C. to -20C,
the fog is composed of drops of super-
cooled water which freeze on contact

with the ship's superstructure. Riming
from steam fog is believed to be slight
in comparison with that resulting from
the spray generated in strong winds; ice

accumulations may then be rapid and
sometimes have tragic results.

My recent measurements show that

the steaming of the sea arises for the

same reason that vapor trails condense
in the exhausts of aircraft (and in the

breath of animals) and for the same
reason that snow steams in warm air.

All owe their origin to the capability of

two moist air masses of sufficiently dif-

ferent temperatures when mixed together
to yield a cloudy mixture.

Common fog

I believe this same process is respon-
sible for the formation of the more
common sea fog, where warm air over-

lies cold water. Surprisingly enough this

common fog is not yet understood, nor
can it be accurately predicted. I hope to

make some progress in understanding
this important marine hazard in the near

future.
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Steam Fog

1 have made some preliminary obser-

vations of the formation and modification

of fog in warm air, crossing the Gulf

Stream east of 71W. and flying north

over the cold water toward Nova Scotia.

The principal result of these flights was
the determination of the proper design
of our experiment.

As part of the flight program we

attempted to measure sea surface tem-

perature from the Institution's C54Q
aircraft with the aid of an airborne

radiation thermometer* which compares
the incoming infra-red radiation from the

sea surface with that emanating from an

oil bath of known temperature. How-
ever, the absorption and re-emission of

radiation in the atmosphere contaminated
the data. When the air is colder than

the sea, the apparent sea surface tem-

perature decreases with height; when
warmer, the temperature increases with

height. A band pass filter reduced this

effect. We are about to test a simple

in-flight procedure which measures the

contribution of the atmosphere to the

estimate of sea surface temperature.

*See: "Airborne Oceanography." by W. S.

Richardson, OCEANUS, Volume V, Nos. 1

and 2, Winter 1956-57.

Juniper Point, Woods Hole. Steaming of the sea, fairly common in cola
1

winter snaps
in coastal regions, sometimes occurs hundreds of miles off shore.
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IOVRNAEL*

to Infcta

by C. D. DENSMORE

ore several points worth the Curious Reader's Observation in the following

Treatise:

1. An accounf of Bombay, in the Land of India.

1. A description of Work, made by the command of scientific Curiosity.

3. A succincf accounf of fhe Forschungsschiff 'Meteor' remarking upon her oppulent

Appointments.

4. The whole of which would have been enriched by draughts from that excellent

Engraver Robert G. Munns were it not that his Post was lost at Sea or mayhap
never sent. Farewel.

March 16

W E were off Goa at dawn, with four

handsome three masted dhows inshore

of us and only 30 fathoms of water

Grey, dreary sky, green, dreary water
and a rank smell of land on the wind.

Channel fever. Mail! I feel as though
we had been at sea for a year. Running
up the low, hilly coast all day through
fleets of dhows sixty sail at one time

and the straggling poles of fishtraps;

picking up the Pilot at dark. By the time

we locked into Prince's Dock, at the

berth we had in '63 and got the mail

distributed, we smelt the air, tested the

temperature, and settled down in my
cabin for the night. Everyone moved in

for an hilarious letter-session. At times

there were ten of us in the cabin, all

throwing choice conversational tidbits

into the seething cauldron in the middle

of the floor.
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"Mail call! We settled down for a hilarious letter reading session'

Next morning, St. Patrick's Day, the

ship was two-thirds deserted, and for

three days Bombay was peppered with

Americans in cabs, on bicycles, in spid-

ery, brightly painted gharries behind
lean horses, on motorbikes, afoot. They
carried complex cameras, sported new

headgear, banked selectively with black-

market rupee peddlars. They sat in the

seats of the mighty at the Green Restau-
rant accepting lemon squashes from im-

maculate waiters, and stood at battered

counters to eat buffalo milk banana

splits. They fought off importunate land-

pilots and made small children rich.

They complained with outrage about the

filth, the poverty, the pressing, swarming
hordes of humanity in the streets and
dove back into it again, inquisitive as

terriers. They went to art museums and

dives, gave talks to students, listened to

sittars and jazz bands, got dysentery,
climbed black, rotting stairs in back
streets for a speakeasy beer. And every-
where they talked to anyone who spoke
a little English and learned a little more
about the world.

Squeals

Bombay is big-wheeled carts behind

plodding, hump-backed bullocks. Red
two-deck buses. Thousands of long
barrows squealing under enormous loads

with barefoot men straining; or empty,
with two riding and one pushing. Orange
and black cabs pulled by their horns,
and the ant-like millions on foot, un-

perturbed.

A small baby squeals, naked, on a

sidewalk, until a man nudges it into the

gutter with his foot. An old man lies

dead on top of a wall beside the road

until he is carried to the burning ghats.

Iced tea at the lovely Hanging Gardens

overlooking the Towers of Silence, where

the Parsees lay out their dead for the

buzzards.

Cacophony

A score of tall, trim, scrubbed and
delectable Australian girls in uniform,
on a Good Will tour, buy silver earrings
and glowing saris in the Government
Store, and an old cripple drags himself

on his bare rump across the blaring,

rushing traffic.

Bombay is an assault to the eye and
an exhaustion to the ear, an absorbing
and bewildering spectacle, a pity and a

wonder. An India. The day the launch

was laid on to take a party across the

Roads to the vast, carved caves of

Elephant Island I had the Port Watch,

unhappily. There were a good many
visitors to the ship, and articles in the

"Times of India", sandwiched between
the Russian's man-in-space and the

shooting on the Pakistan border. The
rats scrabbled with the humans on the

dock for the ship's garbage, and Ram
Singh, the big Sikh cabdriver of '63,

made a goodly pile to take home to his

seven children.
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March 20

Early in the morning we moved
across the basin to the fuel dock for

bunkers, and at noon, after counting
heads, eased out through the narrow

gate.

Between scores of anchored freighters,

past the tangled thicket of dhow masts,

past the huddled warehouses, the pali-
sade of cranes, the colossal hulk of the

Taj Hotel dominating the city, and out
at last into the clean, cool quenching sea

air, with handsome black-headed gulls

wheeling in our wake.

By 1400 the ship was like a morgue.

March 21

We steamed eighteen hours to get 50
fathoms of water for a B.T., then the

100 fathom station came up fast, and an
hour later we tumbled off the Shelf into

deep water.

Doc had a roaring trade in "Mother
Willis' Rhubarb Specific", with most of

the ship internally distressed to a greater
or lesser degree.

Today reputedly is the first day of

Spring. We celebrated with a full-dress

station at 1600; van Dorns, vertical

plankton haul, hydro station and core,
and a 40 foot piston core. Everything
went beautifully. Benttinen, of the 4 to

8, was on loan to the coring-works so I

drafted Tchernia's chemist, Gamberroni,
(who joined in Bombay) and conducted
the station in French. Cooperjohn left

his death-bed for the occasion and Miller

caught satellites for us. After an exhaust-

ing time doing P.R. work and being
polite in Bombay, the old Rock cheered

up in the salubrious atmosphere of sea
air and good science. He's taught the

PDP5 computer in a most entertaining
and expert manner. .

For the northeast monsoon we had a

remarkably steady 15 to 18 knot south-
west wind. On the 22nd we hauled up
to the northwest, to the mouth of the

Gulf of Oman, to rendezvous with the

German 'Meteor'.

The biggest ship ever built passed us,
'Nissho Maru', going up into the Persian
Gulf for oil. 132,000 deadweight tons!

"Miller shot satellites for us-"

'We celebrated with a full dress station'
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At noon on the 23rd, at 23 N. 61E.,
a helicopted came clattering over, and
there was 'Meteor' rolling her rusty sides

a half mile away. We sent them 15 free-

fall corers by their workboat, and most
of our crew went along. By the time

twenty Germans came over the side I

was the only scientist around to tour

them! Dr. Seibold is Fahrtleiter (the

German's thought that was a marvelous

term!) our old dorymate, Giinther

Dietrich having left the ship in Karachi.

We gave them our 60 degree thermome-
ters for the hot water holes in the Red
Sea, as well as Jakella, a young geologist.

They were going to work the Persian

Gulf for a bit before heading home.

Later, I went across to 'Meteor'. She
is much bigger than the 'Atlantis II', has

twice our crew and the same number of

scientists. They live oppulently carpets
in the cabins, room stewards, window
boxes, wood panelling. The labs are set

up European style, with dozens of small

rooms off a mile of corridor, with per-

haps two men in each. Many of them
seemed to prefer our communal labs, as

do I, and were rather wistful about our

"family" ship.

They had a small, pert mongrel named
Fritz half shepherd, half dachshund a

smokehouse for tasty fish, two Chinese

laundrymen, and a tremendous board-
room library without books. We wanted
their beautiful echo-sounding system and

they wanted our satellite navigation.

It was astonishing how rapidly op-

posite numbers sorted themselves out;

meteorologist with meteorologist, radio

with radio, mate with mate. The cold

beers popped, papers were exchanged.
The birdmen were shown somebody's
tame miniature falcon flying around his

cabin, Munns swapped tapes with a

music lover (we got the "Art of the

Fugue") and I almost sold a geologist

my theory on the formation of Red Sea

funny water.

Clutter

1 always thought the 'Atlantis II' was

cluttered, but the Forschungschiff 'Me-

teor' looked as though they had dumped
all the oceanographic gear in West

Germany in a pile and built a ship
around it. We did well with this bucket,
thank you, and she is well kept up.

We parted company at dark, tired and

happy. For hours after, the water

seethed with millions of small flying fish.

We never saw anything like it. Caught
a big shark with six pups.
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"A pod of porpoises was having breakfast-

March 25

Off Chahbar, Iran. Overcast and

muggy, with a heavy dew and perfect
calm. A large pod of porpoises were

breakfasting a mile away, attended by
hundreds of jaegers and Bosun birds.

Twenty-four hours later the sunrise

caught us off Rasal Hadd, at the mouth
of the Gulf of Oman, the Omani coast

low and sandy bluff backed by moun-
tains. For the seaman this must be one
of the most inhospitable coasts in the

world. From Aden to the gut of the

Persian Gulf there is not a light for

1200 miles, nor a harbor. Fantastic

waters, these, fiery with bioluminescence,
thick with plankton, swarming with fishy

life, writhing with poisonous sea snakes.

And everyday was a perfection of gentle

breeze, sun and smooth sea. . .

MR. DENSMORE, oceanographic tech-

nician, has spent a great deal of his time
at sea since the beginning of the I.G.Y.

Familiarity has not dimmed his aware-
ness of ship and shore life.

"Writhing with poisonous sea snakes



Recent books

IT seems as if it were only yesterday
that "The Oceans" was our "bible", the

one and only textbook. Now, oceano-

graphic books are not crawling but jump-
ing out of the woodwork. Since

"Oceanus" does not have sufficient space
for reviews we merely list some recent

arrivals here. In the near future we hope
from time to time, to be able to print a

supplement book review, as we believe

this would be a valuable service to our

readers.

Fomin, L. M. "The dynamic method in

oceanography", Elsevier, 1964. $12.00

Yoshida, K. (Ed.) "Studies in oceanog-

raphy", (Koja Hidaka Festschrift), Uni-

versity of Washington Press. 1965.

$20.00.

Miller, R. L. (Ed.) "Papers in marine

geology", (Shepard Festschrift), The
MacMillan Co., 1964.

Dibner, B. "The Victoria and the Tri-

ton", Blaisdell Publishing Co., 1964 (2d

ed.). Paper $1.95. Hardbound $3.50.

Listed here because it is a pleasant little

book and now that the 'Atlantis II' is on
a circumnavigation one might want to

read-up on some famous globe circlings.

Roll, H. V. "Physics of the marine

atmosphere," Academic Press. 1965.

$15.00.

Wiegel, R. L. "Oceanographical engin-

eering," Prentice Hall, Inc. 1965. $14.50.

Girelli, A. (Ed.) "Fresh water from the

sea," Pergamon Press. 1965. $9.00.

Bascom, W. "Waves and beaches",

Anchor Books, Doubleday & Co. 1964.

$1.45.

Tricker, R. A. R. "Bores, breakers,

waves and wakes," American Elsevier

Publishing Co., Inc. 1965. $6.50.

Kinsman, B. "Wind waves, their genera-

tion and propagation on the ocean sur-

face." Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1965. $14.50.

For Indian Ocean researchers: Take note

of: "A preliminary survey of bottom

fishing on the North Kenya Banks",

Colonial Office, Fishery Publ. No. 21,

1964. Her Majesty's Stationery Office,

London. $6.00. Weather, sea and ship's

drift observations in addition to the

biology.

Science Books Review

The A.A.A.S. published the first

number of a quarterly review: "Science

Books". The plan is to review many
books in all fields (juvenile, trade, text)

except for "advanced" or "professional"

publications. The object is to evaluate

books critically, and provide each book
with a code, ranging from: Highly
recommended to N.R. Not recommended;
and from Elementary, very simple, to P.

for Professional. Last year some 3500
science books of all types were published!

Subscriptions are $4.50 per year.

Associates' News
A SALUTE to the Associates and a brief history of the organization and its

program is contained in Dr. Fye's Annual Director's Report for 1964 which has

been sent to you. We recommend that all our friends read this salute in order to

understand how much the Institution appreciates their support.

The Annual Dinner meetings at Boston, New York and Wilmington proved
a great success. 400 Associates and their friends attended. Some 50 Associates

also visited Woods Hole during the two-day Annual meetings on June 21 and 22.
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